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1. INTRODUCTION
The present report has been drawn as stated in the Intellectual Output 1 of our project.
We have therefore hereby included a comparative analysis of the main educational trends
that exist today within the participating countries -France, Greece, Italy and Spain- for
the 0-10 years old group (from Early Education to Primary Schools) together with an
integrated and shared framework of the main and efficient pedagogical experiences used
within the Pedagogical Framework.
This specific Pedagogical Framework (PF) summarises the present conditions of the
implied countries Educational Systems and includes an exhaustive review of the data
gathered during the study of these legislative frameworks, the state-of-the-art of these
different countries and the bibliography published on this issue together with the
development of focal groups. Such a summary helps us get a more complete insight of
the present situation and of the future possible tendencies because we can now evaluate
the presencee of the affective issue within the educational structures and how it is already
used in some training-learning contexts. We have equally intended to identify the learning
needs of teachers in this area. Particular attention has been given to the needs that are
related to the improvement of teachers’ pedagogical abilities to be used to manage the
transition of children from one educational stage to the other (educational support during
the first stages) or either to manage complex or multicultural classes.

1.1. The most relevant EU emanations on Early Childhood Education
and Care (ECEC), since 2000
Over the years, and especially since 2000, the EU has paid increasing attention to the
issue of pre-schooling, which is considered more and more a key tool for children’s
development and education and, at the same time, for the promotion of equal
opportunities, the building of a democratic society and the fight against poverty. In the
wake of Lisbon 2000 and Barcelona 2002 Strategies – that, about preschool education,
established and re-launched the target of providing childcare, by 2010, to at least 90 % of
children between 3 years old and the mandatory school age, and to at least 33 % of
children under 3 years of age – emblematic are the official documents produced by the
4
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EU between 2006 and 2014, starting from the Communication to the Council and the
European Parliament, entitled Efficiency and Equity in European Education and
Training Systems published on 8th September 2006 (European Commission, COM
(2006) 481def.). This is the first official document in which the EU explicitly correlates
the need to tackle the social and economic challenges of the third millennium in a winning
way, ensuring greater inclusion and social justice, with the need to develop permanent
learning strategies, starting from early childhood.
The Recommendation of 23rd April 2008 (European Parliament and Council, C
(2008)/C 111/01) reiterates the importance of quality lifelong learning, which starts from
the earliest years of life, and emphasises how there is a close link between high quality
learning throughout a lifetime and initial and ongoing training, from highly skilled
educational professionals – including pre-schooling – and schooling. Indeed, it is not
possible for member states to ensure quality services – including those dedicated to early
childhood – without worrying about the training of teachers and educators.
In 2010, Europe 2020 (“ET2020”) Strategy stated that, by 2020, at least 35% of children
of the age group 0-3 should participate in ECEC, and at least of 95% of pre-school
children of 4 years or older should participate in it. And just on the wave of ET2020,
another crucial document on ECEC was officially issued by the EU in 2011, entitled
“Early Childhood Education and Care: providing all our children with the best start
for the world of tomorrow” (European Commission, COM (2011) 66def.). This is a
particularly important communication, since it is entirely dedicated to early childhood
and the services aimed at this, with specific focus on the importance of quality ECEC. In
the present communication, a matter of no easy resolution is then highlighted, which is
still unresolved in the majority of member states, and significantly described as “a serious
problem” (COM (2011) 66def: p. 4): namely, the urgent need for expansion of ECEC
services for pre-schoolers. The Communication addresses a central aspect in a concrete
way, regarding the fact that member states can guarantee childcare services that are
accessible and with a high-quality profile: the need for equitable and efficient funding to
the benefit of ECEC. This is a problematic issue in most member states: “Can investing
more in early childhood result in later savings [...]? In most member-states public funds
for education of individual children in early childhood are nevertheless lower than those
spent on any other stage” (COM (2011) 66 final: pp. 7-8). The document also touches on
5
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another issue worthy of note that is the composition of the workforce engaged in childcare
services with regards to gender: educators, in fact, are still almost exclusively mostly
women. The document ends pointing to issues at the heart of the current Italian and
Tuscan debate on ECEC, namely the need to rethink education with a view to the
educational continuity of an integrated and comprehensive approach, which aims for
quality, as well as for the accessibility of the services. In the Report of 29th May 2013
on the Barcelona Objectives. The development of early childhood care services in
Europe for sustainable and inclusive growth, it explicitly states that, “the availability of
care services for children from 0 years until the age of compulsory education [...],
financial sustainability and of quality is a priority of the European Union” (European
Commission, COM(2013)322def.). The report reaffirms the commitment to achieve the
Barcelona targets by 2020, identifying the major points of weakness related to ECEC,
such as the worsened situation in some countries, especially regarding the offer of
services for 0-3 years; ECEC costs for 0-3 years on average still too high; opening hours
not always compatible with the needs of families and the need to rethink the financing
and the use of structural funds to implement accessibility and quality of services. The
characteristics and mode of financing of ECEC services in Europe were once again at the
centre of the recent report published by the European Commission on 19th June 2014
(European Commission/EACEA/Eurydice/Eurostat, 2014). Here the following issues are
considered: access and accessibility, governance and leadership, levels and
implementation of quality, professionalism of educational staff, parents’ participation in
the life of services and measures to support disadvantaged children. From this report
appears that, to 2014, only seven EU member states (as Denmark, Germany, Estonia,
Malta, Slovenia, Finland, and Sweden) guarantee the legal right to education and early
childhood education care from the birth and, in general, starting from the end of paid
parental leave. The report also shows that, in terms of quality, besides that of accessibility
to services for children, many member countries struggle to make progress mainly
because of structural lack of economic resources and adequate national policies and the
lack of staff (both in terms of quantity and quality).
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTEXTS: EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
France

a) Non-compulsory Early School (école maternelle) corresponds to the
pre-schooling and is aimed at 2-6 years old children. It is subdivided into 2-4 years old (Petite section), 4-5 years old (Moyenne
section) and 5-6 years old (Grande section.

b) Primary Education (école élémentaire): for children aged 6-11
years old with 5 grades.

Greece

a) Nurseries: The settings, both private and state (municipal), are

Italy

a) Nurseries for the age group 0-3 (in Italy called “Nidi d’infanzia”)

Spain

a) Early Education (0-6 years old). Non-compulsory. Subdivided into

grouped according to the ages of children being enrolled. Thus,
infant settings (vrefiki stathmi) accept children aged six months to
two and a half years old, nurseries (paidiki stathmi) accept children
aged two and a half to six years old, day-care settings (vrefonipiaki
stathmi) accept children aged six months to six years old.
b) Kindergartens (nipiagogeia) accept children aged 4 to 6 years old.
c) Primary Education: for children aged 6-12 years old with 6 grades.
were educational and care services on individual demand, locally
regulated and managed by the single Regions and Municipalities,
and which centrally referred to the Ministry of Labour, Youth and
Social Policy: this is highly significant because, in a way, this kind
of political and administrative organization “subtracted” ECEC for
the age group 0-3 on State liability.
b) Pre-Primary school for the age group 3-6 (called “Scuola
dell’infanzia) was part of the national school system – even it is not
compulsory – and felt under the responsibility of the Ministry of
Education, University and Research (MIUR)
c) like Primary school (for the age group 6-10), I level Secondary
School (called “Scuola secondaria di primo grado, for the age group
11-13), II level Secondary School (“Scuola secondaria di secondo
grado”, for the age group 15-19), and University (including postdegree Masters and Ph.D);

2 different stages: stage 1 (0-3 years old) and stage 2 (3-6 years old).
Stage 2 is free of charge.

b) Primary Education (6-12 years old). This is the firm compulsory
stage within the Spanish educational system. It is sub-divided into
six academic courses.
Table 1. Educational Systems
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3. INVESTIGATION

3.1.

Objectives
General goals of the Project

To develop an innovative pedagogical model (a “curriculum”, based on specifically
previously defined “Guide Lines”) focused on relations between adults and children in
the educational span of age 0-10, in which relational and “affective” dimension is central,
to promote a school-educational system based on the well-being of all its members
(children, educators and teachers, parents, etc.).
General goals of DREAM empirical research
To write the theoretical-empirical “State-of-The-Art” (SoTA), with respect to the role of
the “affective-relational” dimension within 0-10 educational and school system.
Micro-goals of DREAM empirical research
 To write a – national and international – reference bibliography;
 To review national and regional Law, highlighting the role of the “affective

dimension” in 0-10 childhood education and care systems;
 To collect (by means of focus groups) the educational staff’s ideas, experiences,

and practices carried out within educational-school contexts, concerning the
“affective-relational” dimension.

3.2. Methodology
During the first phase of the project, the interest is placed on understanding the situation
of the partner educative system regarding the affective dimension of education, to do so
a descriptive methodology with some qualitative scoring is used. The methodology is
inductive and pretends the full exploration and description to serve as a basis for further
theoretical tenets. Hence, the creation of a narrative type transversal design centred on
one topic: the affective dimension of education.
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This type of methodology has been used because it allows for careful details of the
characteristics of our investigated object and helps generate and refine the conceptual
categories, discover and validate the associations between the different categories from
observed phenomena within different contexts (Quecedo and Castaño, 2002). The
intention is to understand the perspective of participants regarding the affective dimension
of education, with the deep examination of their experiences, perceptions, opinions and
significances which is to apprehend the way participants understand in a subjective way
their reality (Hernández, Fernández and Baptista, 2010). Each of the participants defends
their priorities, preferences, orientations according to their values and experiences.
Discussion encourages clarifying and specifying thoughts and ideas. It questions as much
the "how" as the "why". It is about allowing a discussion without limits, which can help
participate. Sharing this experience can help to develop forms of solidarity, which lead
the group to more in-depth discussions (Krueger y Casey, 2000). In this case, it helps to
better understand the opinions, motivations or behaviour towards the emergence of
emotional expression of children (different ages) with professionals, within an established
institutional framework. It is also a matter of bringing new ideas, new expectations in
connection with the DREAM project.
Therefore, a focus group or a debate group has been used as a main instrument to gather
information.

3.2.1. Tools
Within the scientific area, the focus group or debate group can be considered as a specific
type of group, with specific characteristics and a clearly delimitated objective (Mayorga
and Tójar, 2004). According to Krueger (1991), this could be defined as a planned and
designed conversation to obtain information in a defined area of interest, in a permissive
and relaxed atmosphere. This is a qualitative technique, very similar to that of the
interview, where a storyline is conducted by a moderator, a chairperson or an interviewer
though it is orientated towards a group of people that are to debate on such a storyline.
To implement this research, the debate group was not formed according to the traditional
definition of the same which is "a group of six to ten people, not knowing each other
before hand, debating on a subject under the moderation of another" (Callejo, 2001, pp.
9
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21); it rather was formed by groups of people knowing each other previously and
sometimes even working together. Such a formula was set thanks to a confident and
secure atmosphere, where conversations were convivial.
We pretended to gain as much information as possible from the very participants through
this channel, with as less as possible intervention from the interviewer/ moderator,
because we believe that the debating group is a tool that helps understand and further
examine a determined reality; not as a means but as an instrument (Callejo, 2001). The
very participants completed the debate and offered very precise and rigorous information,
and opinions on the aspects of the conversation they believed was most important. For
that matter, the contents of the debate are based on negotiation and built up socially.
When preparing the focus groups or debate groups, we considered the following: the
characteristics of participants which means, we decided, due to the lack of time of many,
to include people that were related professionally, so that there existed some confidence
between them right from the start. Then the introductory sessions could be skipped and
the report established with the storyline straight away. To do so, in every focus or debate
group, a unique debating session was scheduled, and participants attended with a very
general knowledge of the subject to be discussed to avoid them bringing along with them
any kind of pre-established ideas or too prepared storylines purposely for their speeches
(Mayorga and Tójar, 2004).
There was some homogeneity among participants and some heterogeneity too.
Homogeneity, since within the same debate group, virtually all participants pertained to
the same professional category and heterogeneity since everyone focussed on the subject
from his/her own experiences, contexts and individual characteristics.
We might say that the planning of the process of implication within the debate group
experienced different phases:


Once the objectives of the research project and the general points to be discussed
were established, the issues to be treated by the debate group were adapted to the
reality of our country.



Participants were selected to be part of the focus groups. Sometimes, all members
were part of a same organisation and sometimes from different ones.
10
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Every investigator was in charge of 3 focus groups, acting as a moderator, and
another colleague came along to act as a secretary to write down and fill in all the
information gathered.



Moderators met previously during various work sessions to clarify issues, ideas
and the techniques used to confront the topics to be treated.



Participants were consulted to schedule the places, dates and times of these focus
group meetings.



Focus group sessions were recorded and a series of forms or testimonies were
filled in by the participants. A minute was also drawn for every focus or debate
group session.



All data were later on gathered, transcribed literally to be analysed.

The moderator played a fundamental part because she questioned, listened without
interrupting, redirected the conversation towards the subject, was alert and tried to remain
neutral before the expressed opinions of participants. Meanwhile, the secretary centred
her work onto the most important incidences and ideas emerging during the session.
After the clarification of the research objectives and the negotiation with all members
participating in the project, the following open questions were chosen on subjects and
topics to be treated by the focus or debate groups:
-

Which are the approaches developed at school to respect children’s concerns and
preferences? What else could be done?

-

Do we really listen to children as citizens in their own and full rights, that is, as
people expressing an opinion? Do we really appreciate their talk, their
expressions?

-

What does the expression "this is for your own good" means (own good/wellbeing
as imposed), in educative and school contexts, for the adult and for the children?

-

How could the rules be balanced and the organisational dimension of ECEC
service and schools to ease children’s coexistence and wellbeing?

11
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Which are the different alternative relationship types used when the connection
with children is perceived by educators/teachers as laborious and tiring?

-

How could we explore these aspects or beliefs leading adults to feel different from
children emotionally?

3.2.2. The investigation context
In this first subsection of the report, the development of the focus groups or debate groups
is contextualized.
Context in FRANCE:
 3 «focus group» sessions targeting educators working in early years services

(parental day-care centers, 0-3 years old children).
 3 «focus group» sessions targeting teachers working in "new school" cycle of

children in kindergarten (3-6 years old) and primary schools (6-8 years old).
 3 «focus group» sessions aiming at recreation and leisure centers – day-care

services and primary schools (4-10 years old children).
Context in GREECE:
In this case, the teachers were selected to be from the three educational levels and
accordingly three focus groups were defined (one for each level of education), as follows:
 Teachers of 0-4 years old children (Preschool education / day-care nurseries).
 Teachers of 5-6 years old children (Preschool education / Kindergarten).
 Teachers of 6-12 years old children (Primary education / elementary school).

Attention was drawn so as the teachers to be from different schools, both state and private,
and from a wide age range so as to have different levels of experience. A large number of
teachers (N=30) was approached, but eventually 22 of them consented to participated (see
their allocation according to the educational level in Table 1). Two workshops were
decided to be organized and the teachers were given the option of two alternative dates
of participating at the workshop (3rd and 31st of March 2017). This compromise served
12
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both for facilitating teachers’ schedules and also made easier the group
implementation/management by the interviewers.
Educational level
1st workshop 2nd workshop Total
Day-care nurseries (0-4 years old) 3
4
7
Kindergarten (5-6 years old)
2
4
6
Elementary school (6-12 years old) 3
6
9
Total
8
14
22
Table 2. Allocation of teachers at the two workshops according to the educational level
Contexts and participants in ITALY:
Our research has been carried out in Tuscany and has, as its theoretical-empirical
framework of reference, the so-called “Tuscany Approach” is an approach to Early
Childhood Education and Care (0-6) focused on quality and accessibility of ECEC
services, characterized by the following points of attention: space organization, education
to the Beauty, documentation, ECEC services «integrated system», continuity in
education for children aged 0-6 and pedagogical coordination.
The main aim of Tuscany Approach is to build a true “integrated system”, thanks to a
long-established model of work, based on close collaboration among local administrators,
pedagogical coordinators, research institutes, and universities.
With regard to the subjects involved, they were the following ones:


Educators and pedagogical coordinators of 0-3 ECEC services;



«Scuola dell’infanzia» (kindergarten/ 3-6 preschool centers) teachers;



6-10 Primary school teachers;



University scientific supervisor, researchers, students (Dip. SCIFOPSI)



The above-mentioned subjects respectively came from:



Istituto Comprensivo «Giovanni XXIII» of Terranuova Bracciolini (Arezzo)
(DREAM “tester partner”)



Istituto Comprensivo of Sesto Fiorentino (Florence)



Istituto Comprensivo of Prato



Municipality of Pistoia



Municipality of Altopascio (Lucca)
13
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Municipality of Sesto Fiorentino (Florence)



Consortium of ECEC and social cooperatives «CO&SO» of Empoli and Florence



Social Cooperative «Arca» of Florence and Livorno



University of Florence (Dept. of Education and Psychology – SCIFOPSI)

Context and participants in SPAIN:
FOCUS GROUP TYPE

NUMBER

1
Focus Group with educators of
0-3 years old children
2
3
10

4
Focus Group with teachers of
3-6 years old children
5
6

7
Focus Group with teachers of
6-10 years old children

8
9

SCHEDULE & LOCATION
18/01/2017
Centro Educación Infantil La Casita de Pepa
(Málaga)
27/01/2017
Centro Educación Infantil Brunet (Churriana,
Málaga)
07/02/2017
Centro Educación Infantil Aula Futura (Málaga)
16/02/2017
Centro Internacional Montessori (Málaga)
26/01/0217
(Málaga)-CEIP* El Tarajal, CEIP Rectora
Adelaida de la Calle, CEIP Miraflores de los
Ángeles and CEIP Rosa de Gálvez
Facultad Ciencias de la Educación
30/01/2017
CEIP Los Llanos (Álora, Málaga)
23/02/2017
CEIP Rosa de Gálvez (Málaga)
30/01/2017
CEIP Los Llanos (Álora)
09/03/2017
CEIP Misioneras Cruzadas
Facultad Ciencias de la Educación (Málaga)
09/03/2017
CEIP Intelhorce (Málaga)

Table 3. Spain Focus Group

*CEIP= (Centro de Educación Infantil y Primaria). Primary and Early Education centres.

Variables of the Spanish participants
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As far as gender is concerned, in the 0 to 3 years of age Focus Groups, no men participated
so that 100% of participants are women. In the FG for 3 to 6, 13 of the 16 participants are
women. In the FG for children aged 6 to 10, the gender variable is balanced, because 8
were men and 9 women. Such data account for the reality of Early Education (0-6 years)
in Spain where it is left in the hands of the women.
Regarding the age groups, for the FG of 0 to 3, participants are about 34 years old as an
average. The youngest participant is 23 years old and the oldest 51. In the FG for the 3 to
6, the average is of 40 years. The oldest participant is 54 and the youngest 29. Finally, for
the FG of 6 to 10, the average is 41.
About the number of years as a teacher, for the 0-3 FG the average of years is 8,5 and for
the 3-6 of 14 years as a teacher. In the 6-10 FG the average is of 12 years.
Regarding the professional profile (training) in the 0-3 group, the majority (9) has a
Diploma in Early Childhood Education (Professional Training), (7) have passed a Degree
in Early Childhood Education (University Degree), 2 are Pedagogues, 1 is a Speech
Therapist, 1 has a Degree in Arts and 1 has a Degree not related with Education. In the 3
to 6 FG, the majority have passed a Degree in Early Childhood Education (University
Degree) except for 1 with a Primary Education Diploma. In the 6 to 10 FG, 16 have passed
a Degree in Education (University Degree) and one is an educator.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Focus Groups 0-3
Being a teacher in our modern society, whatever the stages or cycles involved, means
developing a complex professional task. Teachers’ functions are multiple: guidance and
support throughout the learning process, canalisation of emotions and help provided for
students in the management of emotions, etc… During the study carried out we observed
that the way teachers consider their professional activity does not only depend on
concepts and theories but also on daily practices and on the context, they work in. This is
a quite interesting and key variable that showed up in Spain for socially dis-advantaged
centres and in Greece for rural or urban areas. This is the reason why many teachers intend
to apprehend better the social and cultural reality their centre evolves in. This context
determines the way they individualize their teaching, the way they are flexible about
15
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curricular matters to attend specific needs, preferences or interests showed by their
students.
From the reports set up by the different participating countries, and centred on the data
provided by them for 0-3 years old, we can observe that in Italy, professional use
instruments like observation, either individual or of the whole group, the documentation
and listening to get to apprehend better students’ needs, understand and attend these needs
and preferences. Such an observation and documentation needs be complemented with
some listening, as already said, some effective communication, good organisation of work
sessions to get to know their needs, particularities, etc…


observation: First of all you need to know and understand children’s needs: needs
of both the whole group, and of each child. To do this, you need to observe their
behaviors and reflect on what you have observed. This way, it is possible can take
into account children’s ability and experiences (Report from Italy, p.22).



documentation: Through the documentation, the working group can detect
children’s preferences and then study, ‘measure’, and realize them over time, also
offering children the opportunity to make new experiences. (Report from Italy,
p.22).

A quite similar context showed in the Spanish report, where instruments like observation
are also used: “the main tool we use to do this challenging thing is observation, selfobservation to try not to mix what I think could be of interest for the children and rather
remain at a distance of what I would like to do and of what really is of interest for the
child. He might or might not be interested in the proposition […]” (Report from Spain,
FG 10, p.1), This is completed with some self-observation: “[…] there is a selfobservation from a distance where the adult is not considered as omnipotent, to do so, we
articulate some previous preparative work of the adults for them to be able to cast another
look at the situation” (Report from Spain, FG10, p.1).
The intended listening and efficient communication is a key element that also shows in
the reports drawn by Spain, Greece and to answer the needs, preferences and interests of
students. Communication is a key element to interact: “the interactions between the adult
16
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and the child or with the other children, they express the fact that the children need the
adult's support and learn to pay attention to each other” (Report from France, p. 31).
As regards the functions developed by the educators during this stage, they are quite
similar and complementary for both Italy and Spain and are deduced from the abovementioned issues. The report drawn by the Florence group explicitly states that the
teachers’ role is fundamental because they are “a reflective adult, a facilitator and
mediator of educational relationship” (Report from Italy, p. 22). As for Spain, the main
responsibility of professionals within the class is defined like a guidance, some kind of
support during the learning process that helps students feel free to move and choose: “[…]
from 0 to 3 years old, students are pure emotional beings, they weep, they cry, they
shout… so we intend to support them all along the way…” (Report from Spain, FG3,
p.1).
Both reports state that teachers are in charge of deciding how and when to proceed, while
respecting the individual and group differences of students to provide different
possibilities for children. In Spain, professionals assert they actually prepare materials
and environments for children: “[…] and then we prepare materials and environments
for the kids to respond in their particular ways to the needs they have, by using these
materials they actually cover for their needs […]” (Report from Spain, FG10, p.1). This
means, professionals’ responsibilities are more important.

Other fundamental questions raised are that in all four countries, teachers actually work
with 0-3 years old children to try and offer opportunities and provide them with some
improved wellness. They state that they often try to do so by using different techniques,
games and curriculums they develop in their own ways. They also try to imply more the
students in their own processes and try to respect their own needs making them the very
protagonists of their own stories. These professionals try to adapt and make the
curriculum more flexible to adapt it to the rhythm of every child, -as is showed by the
report from France- to develop it and attend the demands and preferences of the children:
“[…] we are not going to impose the activities, but rather follow their demands and work
at this particular moment on their choice, most particularly their emotions, so we are…”
(FG1, p.2) “…we are flexibles and what we do is care for the child first, not for the parents
or for what the parents’ ways […]” (Report from Spain, GF3, p.3); “For instance, either
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when the group or an individual child is unwilling to commit to a certain activity, the
teacher first tries to motivate the group/child, but if he/she fails, he/she then makes
compromises or changes activity so as all pupils to be willingly engaged (Report Greek,
p. 9); “The child may also finish an activity later than the others. He can stay alone, finish
at his own pace, it is his choice, the adults respect his choice” (Report from France, p.
30). So, teachers actually modify their planning and the planned activities to respond the
preferences, needs and autonomy of children, while respecting the rhythm of their
individual development. In Spain, the curriculum is considered as established by Law
which is why it does not adjust to the students’ characteristics, so that it “is not prepared
to respond their needs […] (Report from Spain, FG3, p.1). As the Italian reports expresses
it, one cannot forget that: “behind every pupil there is always, and above all, a child”
(Report from Italy, p. 24). In all four countries, teachers are really concerned about
emotional education and, not only about the cognitive side of it, so they try to develop
answers to meet these objectives. One example of it is developped by the Report from
Greece: “For example, they are doing their best to build children’s self-confidence, teach
them to control their anger and manage their emotions. Their main goal is to make
children motivated, curious and interested in things, feeling happy and fulfilled” (Report
from Greece, p.12). Now then, the contexts are a fundamental variable when dealing with
emotional education as we stated at the beginning of the present report. In rural areas in
Greece, it is easier to develop some kind of emotional education scheme than in cities
because there are less alternatives to make the curriculum more flexible, so that they are
also more limited by the educational training plan.
In Spain, to attend all these needs, develop emotions, preferences and interests, it proves
necessary to keep on with the training throughout a professional lifetime, and many
teachers actually have no proper training to confront these new demands arising within
the school structures.
About the relationship with families, reports from Italy, Greece and Spain actually
provide similar concerns: teachers work with the children and with the families and have
thus to care for the relationships built with these to provide for a better understanding and
efficient communication/ collaboration that is to benefit children by respecting their
personal preferences. In the reports drawn by France and Greece, researchers underline
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that respecting these preferences in complicated sometimes because these do not
correspond to that of families. When this occurs, families often try to build obstacles on
the way to try and avoid cooperating: “For instance, some parents do not want their child
to sleep at the nursery; the teachers try to make the child stay awake despite that the child
might be very sleepy. Cases like these indicate that the children’s preferences are not been
met and fully respected (because teachers have to make compromises with parents’
demands). Teachers brought up the necessity of limits for the sake of children” (Report
from Greece, p.9); “sometimes the parents arrive late in the morning. This shifts the nap
time. The parents criticize the fact that their child is not sleeping early enough, while for
the professionals, he's not feeling sleepy, […] parents are in demand, there are those who
listen to the professionals as a "gospel truth"and those who are critical and want to impose
their ideas” (Report from France, p.31). This means professionals need to get implied, to
make a huge effort sometimes to confront such situations or others arising in the four
countries alike. The report from Italy actually states that: “The beauty of educational work
is that you are with people, you are with children, you are with families, so you are with
diversity in its entirety and this is an invitation to a rebuilding of yourself new and
innovative. It is necessary to consider that the educational contexts are small
communities, with their own organization, so in the service each is educator, but it is also
another, it is invested in other tasks that need different skills, approaches and different
relational modes. It is therefore the work as a whole to expose the educator to moments
of fatigue, but it is a beautiful fatigue that induces growth, enriching it, not a slave
fatigue” (Report from Italy, p.24).
So that, teachers work with families and children, and try to establish some kind of
educational relationship, try to resolve the differences between these and provide some
limits whenever necessary -like in Greece or France, for example- to establish some
improved wellness: balanced exchanges, respect of adults and children alike, no blows,
no biting, no shouting, etc…so in the case of Spain and France, it is basic for teachers to
“meat regularly with the families to establish a closer relationship, and know first-hand
the reality of their children” (Report from Spain, FG2, p.2). “Parents present their
concerns at the beginning of the year, the meetings are prepared by the professionals and
then discussed. The themes that often come up are food patterns, screens and video games,
aggressiveness and emotions” (Report from France, p. 31). It is fundamental, most of all
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at the beginning of the school year, to establish some kind of contact with families, to
share ideas, responsibilities, to get as much information as possible, etc. to know better
the children they are with inside the class. Different workshops and meetings are held to
do so: “we have meetings with their parents every quarter and try to explain what we are
going to do so that they often say then…well, my child, you know. this and that, so we
learn more about a particular child. Actually, some kids are only a few hours with us so
then we learn more, more about their behavior at home and at school, this changes a lot
from one place to the other” (Report from Spain, FG2, p.2). As for babies that cannot
communicate as easily from an oral point of view with their teachers, this complementary
information provided by different means is fundamental, parents can write “ a letter at the
beginning of the course, where they talk about him/her, what they like, their needs […]
(Report from Spain FG2, p.2).
The focal group teachers from Spain always try to communicate with families to get them
involved in the very educational and training process of their child. They inform them
constantly. One of the instruments used is the WhatsApp application, a new and immediate
channel that eases communication but respects some previously agreed norms with the
families. A good opportunity of interaction with families it when some conviviality
meetings are scheduled out of the school structures “we gather an afternoon with them
and with their parents in a park, this is not compulsory but a couple of hours make the
difference, so we have some food, we watch them play and how they relate with one
another” (Report from Spain, FG2, p.15).
To sum up, the relationships with families is a fundamental part of child education so that
the educational structures need to imply more all families in their activities to create a
real school-family relationship that will help improve the integral development of
children and their wellbeing during their schooling. Some efficient communication
pattern need be established with families and a direct link to build the school-family
cooperation. “When getting more information on children, it is easier to establish this
link. […] because, it is easier for a kid to work when his/her family approves, it makes it
much easier” (Report from Spain, FG3, p.15). Reports provided by three countries assert
that a good relationship has consequences on the wellbeing of professionals, and therefore
on the children themselves.
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In Spain, the reports underlines elements related to wellness to be provided for children.
Such elements are: organisation and scheduling of timetables, ratios which should be
lower and the flexibility of spaces. This last element is also stated in the Italian and Greek
reports. In this Spanish report, teachers underline that space is a key element both from a
subjective and an objective point of view. The way spaces are considered and organised
actually has some kind of influence on the way students move, and on their curiosity and
wellness: “The predisposition of a space easily readable by children, where they can learn
to move slowly, driven by the curiosity of seeing things and new people doing well.
Creating a harmonious and thoughtful space, organized for children, to make sure they
are oriented is already an important step to give both the child and the parent who
accompanies this experience the opportunity to stay in a new place, feeling it
comfortable” (Report from Italy, p. 23); “Children need big classrooms to be happy (to
have space and alternative options for various activities) (Report from Greek, p. 12).
This is why teachers need to create a work-based climate providing some space for
reflection and harmony. Gatherings can, for example, be a place where they can express
freely their feelings. This information can be used by adults to establish a correct
diagnosis of emotions expressed by children to further use it throughout the development
of daily activities: “[…] we work a lot with emotions, we try to do so gradually, the elder
ones most of all, they often express how they feel, how they are every day, so we explain
as well how we feel daily during these gatherings…” (Report from Spain FG3, p.1).
Finally, the setting of work-based groups allowing for children’s curiosity to be raised is
fundamental.
Teachers try in every way to provide children with wellbeing and to respect their rights
independently from their culture, learning difficulties, religions, handicap, etc… Such a
reality is actually present in the report provided by Greece. That is, children are treated,
at all times, as citizens fully entitled and respected without any kind of discrimination
whatsoever. To allow for a greater respect of their rights, they would need more personal
resources. Students could then be better attended, they could be treated in many other
different ways, some appropriate emotional education could be provided for them to attain
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a better integral development if the working conditions were to be better, most of all as
far as the worst off are concerned. This reality also shows in the Spanish report.
About the relationship between teachers and students, the Greek and Spanish
researchers have underlined the intent of teachers to provide for a democratic
communication with children. Both use methodologies that try to enhance democratic
relationships. In both countries, respect for children is based on the apprenticeship of
responsibility. The Greek professionals believe limits are necessary for student to learn
how to be responsible: “They referred particular examples of children being given entire
freedom, which are completely uncontrollable and they respect no one. They also said
that they want children to respect them back” (Report from Greece, p. 16). As far as
Spain is concerned, teachers consider that students need specific spaces to take their own
decisions and that adults have no need to impose their criteria. “Let them take their own
decisions if they want to, let them know if they want or don’t want something” (Report
from Spain, FG, p.10).
Regarding the expression of emotions, in Spain, students prove to express more freely,
they live their daily lives and have no limits to the expression of their feelings, they seem
to have more difficulty in identifying their emotions, and a major sensitivity, they are
more emotional and less rational: “I would really like to be able to express my emotions
the way children do. To be able to shout when I want, to cry when I feel like to, I would
like that…” (Report from Spain FG3, p.18). And they express their emotions the way they
feel them, they are spontaneous beings.
Teachers, on the contrary, do control their emotions, they go against their own needs, they
try act correctly, are less emotional, more rational: “society has made you intelligent,
organised, logic and calm, better than made you feel your emotional part.” (Report form
Spain, FG3, p.19). Teachers hide their emotions: “[…] adults always tend to hide some
emotions to avoid showing how they feel, out of shame, fright, because society has decided
this is the way it has to be” (Report Spain, FG3, p1).
In the French report, there appears to be two different ways of expressing emotions:
“A- Those that generate aggressiveness and violence: angriness, biting and crying,
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shouting
B- Those that generate anxiety: fear, anxiety, excessive positivism” (Report from
France, p. 32).

4.2. Focus Group 3-6
Children’s preferences are considered as a way to express their individual needs and
curiosity: “Children’s preferences are to be seen as their manifestation of interest and
curiosity: curiosity towards games or playing-modes, towards food tastes, etc.” (Report
from Italy, p. 25). Teachers from Florence (Italy), Málaga (Spain) and Crete (Greece) use
the active listening, empathy and close relationship to know better and respect the
preferences and interests of children. They try to establish some kind of appropriate
relationship. The active listening during the class is a key element to answer too the needs
of children and respect their different learning rhythms. In Spain, such an active listening
is conditioned by the programme or by the daily routines in the class. Though despite this,
some teachers consider as fundamental this active listening and even put it into practice
and also try to provide for students to listen to one another: “well, I know I like to listen
a lot and I try to transmit this to the kids. You know. Not only do we listen, I try for them
to listen to one another” (Report from Spain. FG4, p.9).
Other strategies used by teachers from the Florence groups is that of students expressing
their own preferences to get an opportunity to select and be able to take their own
decisions: “I guess that a preference means to give a child the possibility to choose,
offering it the opportunity to choose different ways, so that he/she can address him/herself
wherever he/she rather likes, freely and autonomously” (Report from Italy, p. 25). “For
example, a child who often like to play with construction play-based activities has
generally the tendency to keep playing that kind of games. In this case, sometimes I say:
"today bricks are taking a nap: so, let’s choose together another thing to play with."So, I
put the child in front of a choice, somehow ‘guided’. Anyway, the adult accepts the child’s
choice, even if it does not seem to be the best one. Education is always a ‘pact’ between
the child/pupil and the adult; you have put children in front of a choice: you have chosen,
so you have to accept that choice.” (Report from Italy, p. 26).
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The role played by teachers has detailed above is fundamental to provide for a general
and emotional development of students. In countries like Italy, Greece and Spain,
professionals assume their part to guide and support students on their way to discovery
of their own preferences, to arise their curiosity, they listen to students as citizens fully
entitled, they ease and guide students for them to take part and make their own decisions:
“Of course, that sometimes we anyway have to ‘steer’ a bit children’s choices, in order to
give everyone, the chance to speak for themselves. Sometimes, the children’s group does
not think it the same way, then educator has to pull in order, saying, "Today it's this child’s
turn, and tomorrow we will dedicate ourselves to the activity that, instead, another one
likes”. It is also necessary to put children in the face of the awareness that not everyone
has the same preference, but just in spite of that we can make collective decisions”
(Report from Italy, p. 31).
Teachers’ roles is crucial, as already stated, for students to take part and make their own
decisions: they guide, ease, design open, flexible methods, they structure the
environments to stimulate the preferences and respect the preferences of students, they
establish an appropriate relationship with families. Actually, they confront a very
important challenge to respect these preferences, attend students’ needs and flexibilize
the curriculum, that is, they try to find some kind of equilibrium. Teachers need to work
from an official curriculum though, at all times, they try, in these three countries to pay
attention to the particular needs, interests and emotions of their students; they endeavor
in more flexible ways to provide for active apprenticeship, as reported by Greece.
A teacher can be considered as the main responsible for what is done within the class,
which is why he/she needs to reflect, to be critical and thoughtful about his/her
professional practice and actions. Such a vision is reflected by the reports provided by
Italy and Spain, most particularly in the Spanish study where professional consider the
investigation-action model to be a good strategy to improve and present alternatives to
their students because it enables their integral development: “by experimenting in the
class, one can learn a lot, and when you prepare the thing and then you see it, you say, I
did it all wrong, though knowing you did wrong is ok […] I am going to change it all, I
am going to do it the other way round” (Report from Spain, FG4, p.7). In both countries,
teachers are aware of their need to provide and seek new strategies and activities for
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students to get an opportunity to develop their integral self. In Spain, teachers underline
the need of extra time needed to modify these practices and reflect on them because
routines are often monopolizing their daily work “I understand as well that the rhythm of
life is sometimes too theoretical, we don’t put it into practice, we need to stop and think
about it, and say what are you doing about it, or what are you not doing about it” (Report
from Spain, FG6, p 3-4).
So that, to assume all these functions, teachers need to be well prepared though as stated
in the report from Spain, sometimes they have no specific training to respect the
preferences, the interests and needs of children and assume these responsibilities. There
is then a need for some kind of more practical type of therapy: “there needs to be a change
in training trends, not only in the theoretical where someone comes in and tells you what
to do, but also to see how it goes within the class, then you learn more” (Report from
Spain FG4, p.7). Teachers consider they actually lack information and training on
emotional education and wish to learn more to be able to work with the children and
families alike: “we do need more teachers to be trained in emotional education, in
emotions, in social skills, to work with the families; some people have no idea, they panic
when they need to program a meeting with families because they don’t know how to speak
to parents, some people have no idea or cannot do anything because they are shy, so it is
important to get a broader insight on it” (Report from Spain FG6, p.3).
Being training to manage and establish a good relationship between the family and the
children is crucial, and respecting the preferences also has an impact on their development
and on the work done by professionals because it provides for perfect conditions that help
improve the wellbeing of them all. In the Report from Italy, teachers state: “we realize
that listening to children's preferences facilitates to carry out daily educational activities,
and stimulates new experiences by making children’s relationships more riches in terms
of their autonomy of choice” (Report from Italy, p. 31).
The wellness of all parties implied in the educative process is related to many different
variables like the space, the context, the organization of schools, etc… Elements that are
highlighted by Reports from Florence, Spain and Greece: “A welcoming environment
invokes a state of well-being, well-being, feeling in the center of the thoughts of the
organizer of those spaces: the environmental aspect is a subject to always keep in mind”
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(Report from Italy, p. 27) ” Teachers try to enrich school environment (e.g., by decorating
it colorfully, creating thematic areas for children to feel comfortable), promote social and
emotional development and life skills, prevent emotional and behavioral problems,
identify and intervene early in any problems” (Report from Greece, p.13).

In the case of Spain and Greece, the relationship and communication with families is an
element affecting directly the wellness of agents, sometimes because it supports the
working processes of professionals, the demands and needs, and sometimes because, on
the contrary, it builds barriers during the process. This is why teachers need to have
regular meetings and specific spaces to speak about their working methodology, about the
educative project, learn more about the families and their environments because: “most
of children’s interests are linked to their affective needs, to what is going on in their
homes, to their personal family environments, that counts a lot” (Report from Spain, FG5,
p.5). The many different family situations, contexts and family types have been observed
and this helps with the active listening of children, with their being taken into account
even on superfluous matters: “kids are today the leaders at home, I don’t think children
are not listened to, they are taken into account on things they shouldn’t, on superfluous
matters […] on material things” (Report from Spain FG6, p.8).
Improving wellness is sometimes being impossible because of the organizational
structure, of the rigidity of agendas or spaces and, in the case of Spain, the ratio, the lack
of personal resources and labor instability of staff, etc. also plays an important part,
because these interests, curiosities and needs of students cannot be answered for. In
Greece, the report highlights the situation of handicapped children facing situations where
their personal rights are not cared for due to a lack of staff. As stated in the reports from
Italy, Greece and Spain: “even when considering the basic needs, you know, when you
are hungry at 10 o’clock and you cannot eat because breakfast is scheduled at 10:30 or,
when they want to go to the playground but cannot because it is scheduled at 11:15, all
these basic needs are not answered for because the very structure of schools are limiting
all this” (Report from Spain FG4, p.4): “Time is a key element; Have an adequate time,
a relaxed time, a time of playing, a time dedicated to listening, a time that responds to all
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those who are the needs, curiosities, doubts, which allows you to take into account all the
people who enter into play within the school: from the adult-parent, to the adult-teacher
or auxiliary, to children themselves (Report from Florence, p. 27). “Children with
disabilities face a constant violation of their rights (e.g., lack of teachers, educational
material and the appropriate infrastructure) because of the economic crisis in Greece
during the past years” (Report from Greece, p. 11).

Such a temporary organization is conditioned to the very planning of schools, you cannot
alter the agenda of a class when you need to comply strictly with a pre-set program: “there
are times when we are overwhelmed by all these scheduled activities, by the daily agenda,
during one hour you do this, and then, sometimes it is possible, but on others, the
gatherings last longer than an hour and you know you have to end it because you have
other activities programmed… you know you need to run and put an end to it” (Report
from Spain, FG5, p.3). Despite all these difficulties, every teacher can try in their own
classes to answer these interests and needs. To attend children’s needs, it is thus
fundamental to” organize some specific space and materials that respond to these
preferences” (Report from Spain FG4, p.1).
Another factor of influence on students and teachers’ wellbeing has to do with the setting
of an existing collaborative culture between all professionals. Sharing ideas, has stated in
the reports from Italy and Spain, has an impact on the professional and emotional support,
on a different way to face the educative work. Professionals from both countries express
that they need to coordinate better and create some specific culture to face the complex
educational task. This collegiality helps apprehend, to analyze, share together with other
professionals and makes them feel more supported emotionally: “The school where work
is very big and sharing is not always that easy, you have to be very well organized, and
yet we are learning so much effort but we are changing. We have organized a much more
thorough and thought-out interior environment, and now we are working on external
spaces. Sharing first, otherwise this would not be possible”. (Report from Italy, p. 27).”
The well-being of our teachers is also strongly reflected in children and especially on the
day we are doing in the school. The growth of our relationship among colleagues meant
even greater prosperity for children and parents. From these moments of exchange, a
well-being was reflected on the school system” (Report from Italy, p. 27). And now, for
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example, I am working on alive beings because my colleague does not know how to work
with projects, my other two colleagues, so that I prepare the planning of projects for them,
for them to follow the same dynamics, for them to understand what they can do in a class”
(Report from Spain, FG4, p.5).
It is fundamental to build up a professional community, a specific space where teachers
can share their demands, their questions, their objectives, and where they feel they are
supported emotionally during their new initiatives and challenges. (Reports from Italy
and Spain).
As regards, the expression of emotions and preferences, Italy and Greece express they
concern about not mixing up the preferences and bad behaviour. Teachers state that
sometimes such an expression and attitude can be interpreted as a help me demand. That
is, they feel the need for limits to be set to prevent this kind of behaviour, limits that can
be agreed upon and respected by all.
According to the teachers participating in the study, students are more emotional than
adults, they express their emotions and don’t hide them, they are more natural and have
not yet been contaminated by society. This is why their expression of emotions can
sometimes be mistaken for some kind of bad behaviour. Other professionals express that
these emotions are alike, that the only difference lies in the way they express them.

4.3. Focus Group 6-10
In France and Spain, school is considered as an educational institution that is to provide
for all students an education space where they can develop personally and integrally,
where they find some help to develop their own criteria, where they learn to be
independent, to socialize and participate actively in society. One example of it is shared
by teachers participating in the focal groups: “we try to provide for some education that
is using tools to develop the personality of children around here, rational, curricular,
academic, everything is crucial to develop their personality, for them to get their own
criteria, to understand society, to analyse, to socialize...you know. You need to enrich the
whole lot afterwards” (Report from Spain FG8, p.5) […] “the main function of school is
to teach them to socialize differently, to use other forms […]” (Report from Spain, FG9,
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p.11). In Italy, though the function of schools is not directly alluded to, we understand
teachers express the importance of socialization, of getting to know others, when they are
in charge of some responsibility, when they try to help students understand the
relationship and dialogue functions: “We must make each partner's qualities visible, and
when that happens, a whole world opens up, because then you realize that a classmate is
not the way it was thought. In my opinion, the school should teach how to break these
preferences, discovering others by dismantling our prejudices.” (Report from Italy, p. 32).
Though, sometimes, students see that as an apprenticeship: «After talking to our pupils
about something important about them, a little girl told her mother: “We wasted an hour
to talk about this stuff, and the teacher did not even question us” (Report from Italy, p.
31). For the Greek teachers, school is the ideal place where students can learn and practice
some democratic values and human rights: «Teachers believe that schools have a great
potential to provide a place where democracy will grow, an environment where students
will be encouraged to learn and practice democracy and human rights. The challenge is
to develop a democratic school culture which can build the backbone for the future
generations” (Report from Greece, p. 16).
In Spain, the context is a key factor that orientates decisions and actions of professionals
together with the very concept of the schooling institution itself. From a teachers’ point
of view, while working in socially at-risk centers, school need to take part in the
transformation of social life, this is why it is fundamental for them to communicate with
families and make them aware of the values education can transmit, of the importance of
some personal, educational and social developments for their children. This is a quite
complex situation because it means modifying a culture that is rooted into the most
immediate surroundings. This is why the Spanish teachers feel the need make students
aware of their own need to develop as integral beings, to construct a new identity, both at
personal and social levels, to understand the inner value of affective relationships from
an early age, to understand the role played by these values when taking some decisions
and be able to establish a dialogue day after day as a strategy to end the conflicts: “ we
speak and ask about, we try to know what happened, to see how we can express it, …we
work altogether, we learn to be empathic. This is important because they learn how to
express too and think again about it, you know […] another important thing is that they
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learn to be persons […] they learn to behave and express themselves in society, to
dialogue, to reflect “ (Report from Spain FG7, p.12).
The wellbeing and emotional development of students is a concern reported by all
groups participating in the project. They understand school as an institution that needs
provide some answers to reach such an integral development as already stated here form
Spain and France. The Greek, Italian and Spanish teachers face a dilemma because they
need to follow the directives provided by their educational administration though they
would like to introduce their own convictions and pedagogical ideas based on the respect
and consideration of students’ preferences and rights: “teachers themselves sometimes
express the difficulty of living their role by trying to combine their professional, personal
convictions with the requests coming from the Ministry. Teachers, in fact, have lived in
this last decade with a series of reforms that have not actually been welcomed, since they
have been intended as a progressive “bureaucratization” of the school, as an excessive
use of testing, and above all as a repositioning of a school model deemed to have passed”
(Report from Italy, p. 29). “The participants underlined the necessity of respecting
children’s preferences, but at the same time they emphasized their obligation to abide with
the ministry’s official curriculum and guidelines. They placed great emphasis on their
everyday struggle both to respect students’ preferences and be consistent to the
educational goals at the same time” (Report from Greece, p. 10). In Greece, teachers
consider the emotional development to be more important than the cognitive one, though
they also underline that it is not a priority for Primary schooling: “The teachers
emphasized that psychological and emotional development is not the priority in the Greek
elementary school nowadays. Current economic, social, political and cultural crisis
influences people’s “wellbeing” in everyday life and divert their attention in material
goods” (Report from Greece, p. 13). On the other hand, French teachers feel emotional
development to be crucial and a key concept to general some emotional safety: “emotion
is important, it is the child’s real learning. In their identity as a child, affect is central.
Safety for the child means choosing a reference” (Report from France, p. 47).
In the reports drawn by Italy, France and Spain, wellbeing is directly related by teachers
to some variables or factors that are: respect, active listening, empathy, communication
with families and students, teachers’ roles during the educational process, the organization
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of space and time for activities, the existing climate in the class, the curricular objectives,
etc…
-

“To feel listened to and supported, in managing the many conflicts that may
occur;

-

To be understood, welcomed, respected by companions and teachers, not judged;
To feel fine and comfortable with adults and schoolmates, living in a serene and
cozy context;

-

To have the possibility to live into a serene and not-competitive school and
classroom environment; To be all involved in educational processes: children,
parents and teachers” (Report from Italy, p. 29).

To generate this wellbeing is not an exclusive responsibility of teachers but rather an
objective that can be reached jointly by teachers, families and students. All of them take
part in the creation of an open environment where emotional stability and good
relationships within the schools and classes are present; this is expressed by focus groups
from Italy and Spain.
Teachers try to attend and answer the educational and emotional needs of students, by
understanding their reality. They also try to answer the existing diversity to make the
integral development of all possible. This is why, both in Spain and Italy, teachers provide
a series of tools that can be used dynamically for them to learn and express their emotions.
During the process, an open understanding and communication are needed with students
to apprehend their needs, preferences and difficulties/ lacks and motivate them: “ the first
step is to get the children cross the frontier, to get their interest and then, when you do
that, you can try and get some kind of academic objective reached […], when you manage
to get the child where you want, then you can start to present some academic settings or
issues, that does not means you do nothing from an academic point of view during the
first stage, you know…it all depends on students” (Report from Spain, FG8, p.4-5).
“Adults take time to listen to feelings (sadness) and to receive of emotions(sorrows): "we
take time to discuss, to talk about fears" (Report from France, p. 47).
The active implication of students in their own learning process is quite complex and this
is started thanks to an open communication, as stated in the reports by Spain, France and
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Italy. Though, you cannot forget that the social, cultural and family contexts of the
students are actually influencing their own interests, curiosities and fears. This vision is
showed in the report from Spain: “there are families that have no idea about reading, that
is really influencing, because, they are not stimulating the kids at all” (Report from Spain
FG7, p. 6).
Another key function that is developed by teachers is stated in the reports by Italy, France
and Spain: they provide some guidance, support and help students throughout their
educational process an integral development: “The group, however, agrees that an
important role of the teacher is to guide children towards the respect of others. The
position most shared by the participants is that the teacher, as a “mediator”, does not act
by imposing relationships, but by promoting children’s personal and critical reflexivity,
therefore helping them to understand the mechanisms underlying the relationships
themselves” (Report from Italy, p. 33). Such a support is not only linked to academic
activities but to the personal development of students, most particularly inside the schools
participating in some educational support plan as is the case in Spain: “And then, we need
to provide support for that emotion in the context we face, for that affect, when dealing
with at-risk children, […] many children we attend need to be supported better because
they are broken, because their situations are traumatic, so their sequels need you to
provide other kinds of knowledge” (Report from Spain FG8, p.8).
So, this support process is, in Spain, meant for them to be able to make future decisions
on their lives, on their dreams, for them to get implied actively in all their needs.
Sometimes, this support means they can see the important part education plays in their
personal lives, it helps them discover what they need to know to act in that immediate
context and in their future projects. They support students to help them understand that
education is a crucial tool to face today’s society. In France, this is linked to a better
emotional safety of students, to being independent and be able to make their own
decisions, etc.…
In the four participating countries, reports state that to be able to support and act as a
guidance during the process in an open way, active listening plays a key part, and that by
establishing some appropriate communication and relationships -being open to what they
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say and how they say it- is actually considering and valuing their preferences. Being
listened to is an opportunity for students to express themselves, to share their concerns,
to learn to decide and feel better “They express themselves, they are discovering their
preferences, and one day I can be a model for one child though the other, another teacher
will be so, and then one child is in my class and is considering another teacher as his/her
model, and wishes to go with that teacher (…) you know (…) then this person is a model
for them” (Report from Spain, FG8, p.6).
Spanish teachers have had to get implied in some training processes sometimes to
understand students’ interests, to promote an education based on values like being tolerant
or empathic, to make them feel understood and respected: “ and one of the things as well
that we learnt was to listen to the kids, I thought my way of doing it was correct, though
then I realized, I was given four more techniques to use, and then I thought, I gained a lot
with that four techniques, I could get the child where I wanted […], you see the child is
broken and then you spend a full hour with her/him […]” (Report from Spain FG8, p.7).
Training is affecting greatly the reflection processes of teachers, it allows for them to be
more critical with professional practices developed and with methodological strategies
selected, it helps them flexibilise the working times, etc… “then I reflect because one of
the things I learnt is to reflect upon what I do, what I say, to be more critical, to change
everything the next day and not carry on with your first ideas, but rather be critical about
everything you do and then you reflect a lot” (Report from Spain, FG8, p.13).
Teachers from Spain and Italy underline the need for an extended collaborative culture
between the schools. From their point of view, this affects them and makes them feel
supported professionally and emotionally, to face their teaching work in a different way
and to imply them in all projects developed by the schools or by the students (Report from
Spain, p.51): “Such a new kind of meetings would also help overcome moments of conflict
and disagreement that could create problems within the classroom. A good and
“nourished” relationship among teachers therefore proves to be fundamental in the
respect of each one’s styles of classroom management: according to the participants, it is
hence necessary to discuss and share some key points in the interest of the children”
(Report from Italy, p. 30).
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Coordination and the creation of a collaborative culture between professional is
underlined as fundamental together with the active implication to face the complex
educational tasks. This coordination and collegiality needs to provide answers that are
adapted to students’ needs and will help teachers to learn from their colleagues by means
of dialogue, shared analysis and emotional support (Report from Spain, p.51). As stated
in the reports by Spain and Italy: “So, teachers see in sharing among colleagues, and in
creating convivial and informal moments, a way to feel comforted and overcome the
difficulties of their profession” (Report from Italy, p. 29). In Italy, the lack of specific
space and times to share experience is also underlined: “According to the participants of
these focus groups, the creation of a good climate would be facilitated by the presence,
in the school itself, of meeting spaces other than the official and already present meeting
rooms: Sometimes there is no physical space; there are no moments where to exchange
ideas informally” (Report from Italy, p. 29).
Four countries underline the importance of families when their responsibility in educating
their child is concerned, they are considered as the first educators, as affecting agents in
their affective development, their wellbeing and happiness, in the experiment of values,
attitudes, etc…They are actually the first socializing agents and educational guides a child
is confronted to. However, these first affective relationships are not always initiated in all
families; the first habits or behaviours are also provided through positive experiences at
school, etc. most particularly when children come from at-risk contexts, as observed in
Spain. Responsibility is assumed by very young families in these contexts, and is mainly
centred on the assistance function: “unfortunately, the lack of affection is quite extended
in these structures, I cannot say there is no affect, but sometimes, family members show
very little affection […] the structure is broken, there is no care, no affection, and we are
talking about children aged from three, six to ten years old, this is fundamental you
see…so they grow up with these affective and emotional references […]”(Report from
Spain FG8, p.3).
The reality showed by Spanish professionals working in these contexts is that sometimes,
they work in schools with families, students on affection and emotions that do not exist.
This means they have to assume part of the work that should have been done by these
families, to be responsible for this extra help. They provide support for this integral
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development of children, sometimes in marginal social areas, they help because families
don’t act as educational agents because they are not prepared for that. This situation is
also present in Greece: “Teachers also underlined the importance of close collaboration
with parents for the sake of children’s social-emotional development and academic
performance. However, they consider that most parents are unwilling to collaborate with
teachers because and this is partly due to their poor socio-educational background”
(Report from Greece, p. 14).
So, at times, families and schools, do not share the same educational objectives, they are
complementary and cooperate in this task. There is a discontinuity between the family
context and the school one. Though, the cases studied in our present research are quite
different. Some families actually get more implied in their child’s education while others,
on the contrary, are very static: “family cooperation depends on the groups, because when
you think about it, there are groups that participate a lot in your class, the families you
have, for example, they participate a lot, and in other classes, well, you are on your own.
This is important to develop your work”. (Report from Spain, FG7, p.5). In Italy, teachers
try to keep the communication going between families to inform them and share with
them some working objectives, and establish some open link: “Sometimes families bring
to school non-positive school experiences, that could adversely affect child’s path;
therefore, to make it good at school, it is necessary to establish a good relationship with
families, which means sharing what is going to be done with children, creating alliances,
always having a non-judgmental attitude towards parents, by keeping the
communication-channel with families open” (Report from Italy, p. 30). In Greece,
cooperation is also seen as crucial to promote the respect and the human rights. “Family
and school cooperation is needed to promote respect of human rights; otherwise children
are treated improperly and are being deprived most of their rights” (Report from Italy,
p.11); "the reception of the family is one of the conditions of the project. In this pedagogy”.
We claim this pedagogy where we accompany the child” (Report from France. p. 48). It
seems quite clear that all participating countries consider that cooperation between
families and teachers is fundamental to provide for an integral development of students,
though there are some differences between their reports. Greece is actually making a very
interesting point about that: “the collaboration between family and school is necessary
for teaching young students respect and to value diversity while preparing them to be
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citizens” (Report from Greece, p. 16).
In Spain, students are respected and their concerns considered, they can express freely
and are listened to with respect; teachers encourage them to take an active part in school
life and activities. They also learn to be democratic citizens with shared values: “here, we
try to help children with respect, they are free to express at any time, they learn to respect
one another too” (Report from Spain, FG7, p.6). In Italy, they also underline that the type
of relationship established with students is easing cooperation with teachers: “I listen to
all those words that come from children, without making a hierarchy of preferences. What
it is needed to be established, beyond preferences, is a relationship of deep trust between
the teacher and the child. When the child understands that it is listened to, perhaps with
reference to a little, specific preference, it then slowly learns to cooperate with its teacher,
and we have to work in a close cooperation with children even at the cost of questioning
ourselves, because it is possible that, in adults-children relationship, is the adult to have
something to lose” (Report from Italy, p. 33).
This respect for students is reflected in the proposal of activities, that is, in the curriculum.
This can be included via flexible, dynamic activities or taking into account the interests
of students, their needs, their vital experiences in the context they live in. So, teachers try
to develop and integral wellbeing of students by providing them with a series of tools,
skills, values, knowledge, emotions, etc... Teachers try, at all times, to adjust contexts and
students’ needs. This reality is evidenced in the reports drawn by Italy and Spain:
“Sometimes you approach your classroom with a well-defined program, a goal to be
achieved, but then we realize that a child needs to talk, a quarrel has occurred and so it
is necessary to change what is planned for the day. So, you have to set aside your anxiety,
reduce the target, and spend time listening. But the feeling of not caring enough learning
aspects and performances sometimes stays.
Sometimes you come into the classroom with a well-defined educational program, a goal
to achieve; then it comes a child with tight fists, because it is angry: so, you realize that
it needs to talk, maybe there was a quarrel, then it becomes necessary to “reset” your
anxiety, to change what’s planned for that day, reducing the target and spending time
listening. But the feeling of not caring enough learning performances and education
sometimes stays” (Report from Italy, p. 30).
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“I have noticed that the curriculum we provide today in this context, is the one we need,
the curriculum plan, it adapts to the reality of this particular context, of these kids, we
contemplate their vital experiences because from this vital experiences they have we
work during the day, every day, it condicions the way they are, every minute of it, you
know... so, then, we start from that vital experience, we share it, so we provide them with
tools for them to be at their best. Within the group as well, you see?” (Report from
Spain, GF8, p.5).

The Spanish reports underlines planning is very flexible, particularly, in areas of social
risks. Which does not mean teachers cannot a specific work line to provide for the
development of individuals that express emotions, think, reflect or participate with their
own criteria. So, in Italy and Spain, methodologies adopted in every situation are trying
to maintain some kind of equilibrium between the interests, the educational project
designed by the school and the integral development of people, all of them usint the
most appropriate strategies. Professionals from Italy, France and Spain stat that the
methodology used determines the way they work on the affective and emotional part
and on the curricular and also on the way they reach the proposed objectives. This is
why they make decisions that affect procedures and work/activities: “ [...] we work a lot
using projects, we try to use a non-institutionalized way, everything is done with
projects, we try to use it not all year-round but rather a semester, at least one in every
subject, and then on the second year, then teachers try to do more, at least two every
semester, so we get more and more projects every year, we modify, we actually spend a
lot of time doing training” (Report from Spain, FG8, p.6). “Teachers, however,
recognize the time devoted to listening, as important also to ensure learning
acquisitions. They say that school activities flow much more serenely if, before “opening
the notebook”, they dedicate time to resolve small conflicts, or listen to pupils’ various
needs. All participants state that they plan, in their work at school, specific moments
dedicated to listening” (Report from Italy, p. 31).
The type of methodology chosen provides an opportunity to promote the autonomy and
wellbeing of students. Teachers try, at all times, to use every opportunity to motivate
and bring emotion to students for them to work on objectives and to initiate the process
from an active listening. In Italy: “Sometimes I go to my classroom thinking of doing
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grammar; instead, I begin my lesson listening to them: at the beginning, I did it in a
very simple way and I needed even forty-five minutes in the morning, but no matter what
time it takes: I want to listen to each one of them.” (Report from Italy, p. 31).
Active listening has become a key element linked to the real affective activity, as
reflected in the reports by Spain, France and Italy. Now then, there are times when this
listening is complicated and is impossible though students try to do so, because they are
conditionned by the contents they need to work on in the class or by the number of
students in every class. They are confronted to a dilema, because, on one side, they need
to respect the concerns of their students and, on the other side, they feel stressed because
they have to teach contents marked during the schooling year: “we try to, we intend to,
but what happens is that you cannot only focus your attention on the child, I do think it
is easy to start from the interests of a child in Early Education, you do some project, you
see, so you start a project based on their interests, on the interests of the majority of
them all, In Primary, you can do so as well, but it is more complicated. Why? Because,
I think, when you do so, you have to put aside the contents of the curriculum. When you
teach these contents you are centered on [...] you can sometimes combine it, but it is
complicated to do both things at the same time” (Report from Spain, FG7, p.1). “The
classroom is the core of the lesson, and I have to be flexible enough to meet the needs
and expectations of all the subjects present. The problem is that sometimes pupils’
requests exceed classroom’s collective interest” (Report from Florence, p. 32).
Greek and Spanish teachers feel the pressure in Primary Stages due to the volume of
contents they have to teach to their students because it is stated by the Law. This decision
to work using the curriculum and attend the interest of students means reorganizing all
contents in some other kind of way, it also means to provide for a more global project
and means a major implication of teachers, together with a reorganization of working
times and space inside the class. This last dimension is also underlined in the Italian
report: “It is therefore a matter of well-managing the classroom in such a way as to give
the pupils the opportunity to take time also to stay alone, or in small groups, by
“escaping” the constant and direct control of teachers” (Report from Italy, p. 30).
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According to the Spanish professionals, the effort not only affect teachers, but also
students: “The new law on quality education has just broadened the level of contents,
so when you take and try to develop at the same time the skills and competencies of
children while keeping in mind the contents, you try, as you said, to base the interests of
children on the established contents, and this is much more complicated because, not
only does it depends on your being willing to do so, but it also depends on the whole
center being willing to do so, this is very complicated” (Report from Spain FG7, p.1).
This is a matter that needs be modified and is underlined in the reports by Greece and
Spain, because teachers need some extra time to develop their skills and competencies
since these are very useful in the daily life of children. So, contents need to be set apart
to do so. The report from Greece also highlights the importance of getting more time for
students to express freely and experiment other working activities: “Teachers must give
time and opportunities to the students to express themselves freely and uncritically,
alternatives and new directions to comprehend and solve their problems. Most of the
teachers agreed that students’ emotional development is more important than the
cognitive one.” (Report from Greece, p. 11).

The educational task assumed in a school by professionnals is linked to the working
conditions. In Spain, schools need more human resources to attend these needs and
create a climate where dialogue is favored, active listening, reflection... play their role.
The balance to educate as primary function in the schools and the estalishment of norms
easing the very functioning and organization of the same is quite complicated, but it is
crucial to provide harmony. Norms need be established to provide for dialogue between
the many participants during the process: “ norms in the centre are to be obeyed, there
are also norms inside the class, children use their hand to touch, to discover what is
theirs, you see, so, they know they can do it” (Report from Spain FG8, p.15). [...] they
can well establish the norms of the class. These norms can be agreed upon by them, [...]
we spoke about norms, they made a lot, then we discussed which ones where those we
were going to use in our class” (Report from Spain FG7, p.7).
We try, from this cooperative building, teachers to participate with all students for them
to be conscious of what is going on every day within the class, the expressions they use,
the way they express themselves, their meanings while managing the convivency with
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others:” The rules should also come from a process of reflection and sharing. For
teachers: The rules are not imposed from the beginning, but, according to a teacher,
they are in any case “tensions towards…”: they must arise from the awareness of each
one’s needs, from the need to not physically harm” (Report from Italy, p. 33).
In Italy, shared norms between students and teachers are negotiated when it has to do
with their wellbeing or the wellbeing of others and when it jeopardizes the open and
democratic climate prevailing in the class: “According to the participants, the rules
shared by the class are non-negotiable; moreover, the behavior of a child is neither
negotiable nor acceptable when it comes to negatively impact on classmates’ well-being.
In some cases, it is pointed out that a non-compliance with the rules may prevent
teaching program from being carried out; in addition, some teachers fears that the use
of a more welcoming and democratic style may make the classroom management more
difficult” (Report from Italy, p. 33).

However, teachers try, at all times, to find alternatives to improve the environment and
working climate inside the class. In Greece, teachers try to apprehend the reasons that
push students to behave in a particular way: “Teachers often have difficulty controlling
misbehaved students, but effectively handling these students is often as simple as
recognizing the reasons for their misbehavior and avoiding negative emotional responses.
By properly explaining the rules and looking early for the attention-seeking behaviors,
teachers can adopt an approach that prevents the majority of disruptive behaviors into
the classroom. They also said that all teachers will deal with disruptive behaviors some
time, but an engaged, thorough approach will minimize these behaviors and promote a
better learning environment for all students into the classroom” (Report from Greece, p.
15).
In Spain, when a conflict arises, it is treated in a natural way and is derived to other
teachers when necessary so that, teachers can reflect quietly on what happened and
apprehend how to face it. It all depends on the moment, on the persons implied, though
they understand that they need then to ease the situation, to keep calm and relaxed and
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provide for an open climate and use the help of a fellow empathic teacher. They try to
mediate in the conflict and find strategies that are appropriate to manage, control and
resolve the situation. This means understanding quite well all students, because,
otherwise, no solution can be applied: “it is true we feel empathy for some students and
less for others, for example, sometimes, they are very vivid and sometimes you can speak
naturally with them, you know how to calm them, last year we had a case […] he was a
real brute with other students, he was the tallest of them all and you could feel he was
about to punch you at any time, though I had a good connection with him, we could work
and relax. So, I believe that teachers can do it, with that kid I could, I knew, I worked as
secondary tutor, so we do that from time to time […] when there is a problem […] we
send it to other teachers” (Report from Spain, FG7, p.17).
To sum it up, the planned norms are created to build some appropriate context to develop
the cognitive and emotional part of students and teachers and to auto-regulate the
expression of emotions. According to the Spanish teachers, there is no unique way to
express emotions. The majority of them considers that students are free, that they express
freely how they feel and utter their problems because they have no way to self-control
their emotions. Then, they are more spontaneous and expressive: “they are spontaneous
and expressive, so that, they feelings are purer, they don’t hide, they don’t use anger to
hide their real feeling, or indifference, you see. When they feel anger, they express it. We
are much more complex and culturally, we have created a network that make us different
from children” (Report from Spain, FG8, p 24).
Adults have learnt to control and channel their emotions and to socialize, they don’t
express the same way children do because they consider it would not be politically correct
to show some sadness, happiness, angry feelings, though their feelings are the same, the
way they express them is different and the way they are conscious about it too (Report
from Spain, p.19).
In Italy, professionals try students to learn how to express their emotions and their
interests, but also to discover their needs and that of others. This is where methodological
strategies carried out are often so inside the groups:
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“All participants agree on the need to develop in children the ability to recognize others’
needs, and to express their own. However, considering that it is not easy, for all children,
to express what they really wish, teachers prefer to facilitate it, through the realization of
a shared task” (Report from Florence, p. 34).

5. CONCLUSIONS
Today, school assumes many functions though its mains objective is to provide all
students with some education, to help them develop from a person, affective and integral
point of view, help them become autonomous and acquire criteria to decide, help them
establish relationships and co-exist, and build up a personal and social identity. Though,
the working contexts influence in a determined way, on the orientation and on the
development of the learning-experience process. The way educative process is treated and
seen depends on the type of students, on their needs, on their possibilities, on the
implication of the families and on some teachers’ characteristics and social and cultural
conditions that are present where the intervention is performed.
On the other hand, it is essential for everybody to know that we have both rights and
obligations: students need to be trained both to claim their rights and fulfil their
obligations. Schools staff need to listen to children to attend their needs, with some limits
to these needs that are based on respect and wellbeing of others. In this sense, family and
school cooperation and communication is needed to promote respect of human rights.
Today, another function of the school is to contribute to a peaceful resolution of conflicts.
During this investigation, we have observed important differences between the society
and the school centres, that is, though schools are immersed in a concrete society, they
have different ways than that established by society. School is a micro-society with
specific characteristics, influenced many times by the people in contact with it, due to the
context, to the curricular decisions, to the methodologic strategies. This is generated
mainly because, lately, some important changes have been introduced about the
socializing agents, human being use. There are too, some important differences between
the rural and urban areas, in some contexts, between depressed or well-off areas, state and
private schools…France actually considers that it is necessary to refocus on the child as
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the being placed at the very center of the process, they are considered as “kings”, as
masters in their homes, and this makes it difficult for an appropriate emotional
development to take place.
Though teachers are aware of the situation, and they are preoccupied by it and try to
change it as much as possible, because of the training they receive and because they are
implied personally in their work, and in their professional development too. The Spanish
teachers are preoccupied because one of the main deficiencies of the present educative
system is the development of emotional competencies, to attend students’ needs and
interests, to give them answers to the demands they have, so that, at times, they have to
centre their attention and mitigate these deficiencies to attend the affective dimension.
The French report notes that pedagogy and methodology in relation to their role as
teachers should be specific, evolutionary and adapted:


Reception of the family and children, anticipating the meeting, is one of the
project's conditions.



Pedagogic must be based on reciprocity between child and adult.



Preparing the arrival and welcoming them well is a central issue.



Securing the child means safeguarding the family.



In self-organization (self-government) some children cannot “rationally” manage
such a flow of emotions, and responsibility.



Necessity to regulate sometimes children who are overwhelmed by the suggested
freedom by the adult.

To answer these deficiencies, responsibilities assumed by teachers inside the educative
institution are many and very complex, as already said before. However, teachers know
their main function is not centred on the transmission of contents, but rather on the
guidance, the help during the whole educative process, the support during the learning
process, the channelling and management of emotions, etc. Teachers strive for students’
educative and affective needs to be considered, to be answered for. So, they listen
carefully to these students, they try to understand their interests, values and weaknesses.
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Training is a key tool to confront the many professional responsibilities and provide a
quality education for students, from an activated reflexive process, in this context, a
change in attitudes is much needed as underlined by teachers of Spain, Italy and France,
to help teachers’ permanent training gain importance. The most prominent issues,
according to teachers, have been the following: to imply more their students, to redefine
methodological strategies, to learn how to manage their emotions and be able to help
students after, to respond to the affective needs of students, to improve the learning
contexts, to promote participation using other strategies and get implied in a more
collaborative teaching culture. In this sense is necessary to change the role of the educator:
a reflective adult, a facilitator and mediator of educational relationship; the one who has
to conscientiously decide when to intervene directly, or just to observe what is happening.
An important role of the teacher is to guide children towards the respect of others. The
position most shared by the participants is that the teacher, as a “mediator”, does not act
by imposing relationships, but by promoting children’s personal and critical reflexivity,
therefore helping them to understand the mechanisms underlying the relationships
themselves.
Though, despite this, the Italian reports underlines that teachers are tired because they
cannot provide an answer to this new role, to all these educational demands that are being
placed.
In that context, both the initial training and the permanent ones prove to be fundamentals,
though in Spain, the initial training is considered as clearly insufficient. According to the
reported by Spain and Italy, teachers need to get a more specific training to be able to
teach their students and canalise correctly their emotions. They need to possess some
specific tools to respond to these needs. Training in centres in Spain is the best way to
train teachers in a collaborative way, and complement such training with the development
of innovative projects, as referred to by the Italian report.
Actually, one can say that teachers’ training and attitudes are fundamental to provide a
quality-based education as underlined by the reports of Spain, Italy and France.
Students are active agents and protagonists of their own learning, they are happier when
they are considered and when methodologies considering them are applied, when they
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play a more active part. For teachers, students are individuals they respect, they consider
their interests, they have emotions which are expressed through many different feelings.
As far as the curriculum of 0-10 years old is concerned, only Greece is actually stating
affective education in early stage, as a planned and intended concept, in some official
document (Vasilejou, 2002). It seems implicit, incidental and non-systematic from an
unofficial point of view. Both in Greece and Spain, the academic is taking over the
emotional concept as kids grow up and pass to upper educational levels.
There are differences regarding the adaptation of the curriculum and the interests of
children, this situation is clearly identified in the Spanish report, in the Greek on and
France underlines that, sometimes, there is a difference between the preferences and
attitudes of families and that of the curriculum. In Italy, this adaptation is managed by
means of established programs and organisation of activities in smaller groups. All
countries share the importance of observation within the class as a crucial tool to be used.
The curriculum needs be understood as an open project to work on, a kind of flexible
proposition, a dynamic plan that takes into consideration the vital experiences of students
and the context they live in to promote the integral development and wellbeing of people,
which is, an emerging curriculum. This means being able to get over the vision of a project
centred exclusively on the positivist concept of content transmission, to give way to other
elements that prove crucial for the personal development, like emotions, abilities, values,
etc… The results of the French group show that the structure of the project is fundamental:
Strong principles and values aiming a project and providing a framework for educational
and pedagogical action, inspiring practices and demonstrate that the rights are concrete
working collectively, adults / children from the project decided by the children.
To develop the curriculum, some factors identified in the research that directly influence
like: the ratio; the importance to work in small groups and not rigidly structured; to pay
attention to the realization of the classroom-group, promoting and managing a good turn
over in the assignment of task and roles of responsibility; personal resources; appropriate
organisation of spaces, the existing atmosphere inside the class and the communication;
norms and routines that are pre-agreed and established with the children and their families
which are adapted to the needs of minors, mainly during the early educational stages; the
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importance to establish a positive relationship between adults and colleagues as well, in
educational and school contexts, also involving families, among others.
The reports by Spain, France and Italy underline the difficulty to make a curriculum based
on children’s need merge with the rigid and organisational structures of schools.
The emotional side of students is reported to be a main concern in all countries of the
project. They contemplate school as an institution that needs provide answers to help in
the integral development of children, with the environments as key features to be taken
into account.
Despite this, one of the main deficiencies of the educative system is the existing lack of
attention regarding the emotional development of students, most especially evidenced
by the Spanish educational system. The very cultural future influences, in a definite way,
on how people express themselves, identify and feel their emotions, when adults or
children. In the present study, we have observed many interesting differences in how they
express their emotions, and we have justified that these emotions are similar. The social
adults have learnt to self-control and self-manage their emotions, they are politically
correct, while children are more natural, impulsive, explosive, and free because they have
not yet learnt all the necessary strategies to control them, or maybe due to their young
age, social conditioning has not yet influenced their attitudes very much, unlike for adults.
France, Italy and Spain share the following significant aspects to include emotions within
schools:


Emotions and feelings, a matter of recognition and rights.



Special attention is needed to take into account feelings and emotions for
emotional safety.



Safety for the child means choosing a referent person. The referent person
supports the speech.



Adults take the time to listen to feelings (sadness) and the reception of emotions
(sorrows).



Doing with the children.



Children can decide about their desires, their needs.



Considering the child's choice on bonds with adults and other children.



Take into account the change of environment: choosing with the child.
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Shared emotion is a vector of the meeting between adults and children.



Acting together goes through shared emotions from children or adults and leading
the constitution of a true community made of diversity.



Active listening and dialogue.

The results presented by the French group that are also present in reports drawn by Spain
and Italy, state the importance of: transitions times, the attention paid to symbols, rituals,
landmarks and the materialization used to promote safety in these times.
Lastly, and to sum up, we wish to underline the importance of affective security as a
condition of affective democracy.
To conclude, both the School as an institution and teachers need to stand out because they
are privileged agents during the provision of children of an appropriate emotional
education, though to do so, ideal conditions need be put into practice.
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